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The Explosive Properties of Mixtures of Alcohol And Air.
There is no subject more interesting for the engineer
il
'i
at the present time than the iievelopment of power "by some more
economical means than the usual steam boiler and engine.
'I
ii
II
One means of doing this is by using a gas engine and either
^olid or liauid fuel that may be readily turned into gas.
One of the newer liquids for this use is Denatured Alcohol. ij
It is the object, therefore, of this investigation to Ij
ascertain the best mixture of this Denatured Alcohol with Air
in order to obtain the highest effective pressure. Suggestions
for apparatus for future investigations will also be made.
\\
II
The apparatus used was set up in the Mechanical
j
Engineering Laboratory of The University of Illinois during the
month of March 1907.
||
Up to the date of the observations there were no ||
ii
published accounts of similar investigations on Alcohol. 1
,1
I
However, in 1901 Mr. Frank G. Allen investigated Gasoline at the
University of Illinois. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and Professor Charles E. Lucke have also made numerous similar
investigations on various gases.
|
The apparatus consisted of a cylinder closed at both
ends to which were attached the following instruments :
-
1. The cylinder used was prepared and finished for ::
use on a gas engine . End plates were made with tapped holes
to receive the. attachments. The cylinder was surrounded, as is
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sho'iffn in th.e detail, "by a space for the cooling water. Instead
of using water in this space steam v/as used for the purpose of
heating the cylinder to a known temperature and also to a
temperature v/here the alcohol would exist only in the form of
vapor. The pressure of steam used v/as about atmospheric und
the temperature induced in the cylinder v/as ahout 200 degrees
Fahrenheit.
2. This temperature was measured by a thermometer which
ran into a thermometer cup about six inches. This cup extended
into the cylinder space a little over four inches so that
there was no chance for the thermometer to "become cooled by
outside surroundings.
3. In the end of the cylinder was all/4 inch gate
valve. This valve v/as so located that any water or other
condensation that v/as in the cylinder would run out -when
ohe valve v/as opened. However there was found to be no conden-
sation and the valve was finally used only to introduce
new air when it was desired to make a new charge in the cylinder
At first this valve v/as also used to introduce the charge by
putting the desired a^-cohol in a little pan with a wire handle
and pushing the pan into the cylinder. This was abandoned on
account of the slov/ rate of evaporation.
4. When the method of introducing the alcohol through
the large bottom valve just spoken of was abandoned there
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was mounted on tiie top of the cylinder a 1/2 inch gate valve.
When it was desired to introduce the alcohol this valve T/as
opened and the liquid run into the cylinder by means of a long
pipette such that 3 cubic centimeters equaled 10 inches length,
5« To obtain the pressure used in the first few of these
explosions a line of small pipe was run from the air compressor
of the power plant . Its attachment and the gage to measure the
initial pressure are shown in the figure Ko.l.
6. To measure the pressure rise an ordinary Crosby
Steam Engine Indicator was attached to the end of the cylinder.
7. To measure the time a tuning fork made to vibrate by
an electro magnet was mounted on the cylinder in such a way
that a brass point made the v;avy line shown on the indicator
card page seventeen. This tuning fork was found to make 55
complete vibrations per second. In this way the time v/as
measured very accurately.
8. In order to be sure that the contents of the
cylinder were thoroughly mixed a fan was inserted in one end
of the cylinder. It will be seen from the figure that this
fan is directly below the gate valve through which the alcohol
was introduced.
9. A l/lO Horse Power Motor ran this fan. This motor
had no difficulty in pulling the fan even when the stuffing box
v/as screwed up fairly tight.
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10. To turn tJie indicator driim a cylinder with a
fairly tight fitting piston was used. V/hen it was desired
to rotate the drum the weight was hung on the piston rod and
the oil in the cylinder v/as Torced around the "bypass shown. .
By closing the valve in this "bypass the rate at which the drum
rotated could "be regulated.
11. To explode the mixture a spark plug of the usual
construction was used except that it ran well into the cylinder,
A spark about l/l6 inch long w^as made by this plug.
12. An induction coil and batteries were used to get
the necessary voltage for the spark.
13. li'rom the figure it will be seen that the primary
circuit of this induction coil was made and broken by a contact
on one of the pulleys. By this means all metalic connection
between the primary and secondary was done away with and also
the contact v/as made immeadiately after the string had begun to
move or the drum to rotate. This contact was simply a fine wire
twisted around the indicator cord. The other wire ran to the
brass pulley.
14. There v;ere three switches in the electric circuits.
One started and stopped the motor, another the tuning fork,
and the third broke the induction coil circuit so that the
oil piston could be put back at the top of its stroke without
having a pre-mature explosion.





Method Of Making An Observation; - As has "been mentioned
in the description of the aparatus the method of making the
last observations was not the same as for the first. The
method used in the first ones will now be described. At this
time the top l/2 inch gate valve was not in place. The large
bottom gate valve was opened and after the desired quantity
of the alcohol had been measured into the little pan
,
this
pan was run into the cylinder through the valve and the
cylinder closed. (This specially made pan was built of
copper and 5/8"X 5/8"X 2 1/2" long.) The fan was now started
and for about five minutes was allowed to mix the alcohol as
it evaporated v/ith the air in the cylinder. When this time
was up air from the compre::;Sor line was admitted to a pressure
of ten pounds gage. The fan v/as still running and was allowed
to mix this new air for about a minute. When the contents of
the c^'linder v«fere thought to be thoroughly mixed the fan was
stopped, the tuning fork started, the induction coil switch
closed and the weight hung on the end of the oil cylinder
piston rod. Immeadiately upon letting go of the v/eight the
piston begins to descend, the drum to rotate and the pulley
contact is made giving a spark in the cylinder. When the spark
reaches the cylinder the explosion takes place, the drum
continues to rotate and the tuning fork to make the time v/ave.
In this waj' an indicator card with pressure as ordinates and
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time as abscissae is obtainea for each explosion. This card
is simply an enlarged(hori20ntally ) record of what takes plac
on the Combustion line in a gas engine card. These explosions
take place at constant volume and with cylinder v/alls about
the temperature that obtains in gas engines.
In conducting a number of these explosions several
faults were found with the above method. The indicator used
was of the ordinary steam engine construction with a piston
not intended to prevent all passage of gas. Therefore it was
found that after the charge of compressed air was introduced
that the pressure fell thus loosing some of the charge and
becoming inaccurate. determined to use only
atmospheric pressure. A few explosions as shown on paged
were taken but when large quantities of alcohol were required
to be evajiorated it was found to take a very long time.
To get a faster rate of evaporation the top 1/2" gate
valve as shown on page ^5" was put in . The method of proceed
ure was the same as above except that the alcohol v/as put
into the cylinder through this top valve. A long pipette was
used for this purpose. The graduations on the pipette were
so far from the end that the tube ran into the cylinder, the
graduations still being visible.
Up to this time the burnt gases had been removed by
starting the fan and opening the compressed air line and the
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valves. This inrush of nev/ air and stirring of the fan
thoroughly removed the "burnt gases but the compredsed air was
thought to carry oil and water with it. When on two successive
days the cards from identical mixtures «vere found not to agree
it was decided to do away with the compressed air. iJow
from the view of the assembled apparatus it will be seen that
the fan is directly below the top gate valve. By starting the
fan and disconnecting the air it was found that the fan
induced a verj strong draft of air in the large bottom gate
valve and out of the small top gate valve. This draft was so
strong that it would put out an ordinary match held directly
over the valve.
The final proceedure as used in the most of the
explosions was to clean out the burnt gases with the fan for
about three minutes, run the alcohol directly into the c;:,linder
through the top valve on to the hot bottom of the cylinder
where it evaporated very fast and after mixing the contents
of the cylinfler for about three minutes the explosion was set
off. Tests were run on identical mixtures to determine the
effect of the length of time the cylinder was cleaned . The
effect was not noti cable after a minute and a half of fanning.
At least tvi^o explosions were taken on each mixture and
if they aid not agree within a pound more were taken.
The fan used was about four inches in diameter, three blades.

_
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Explanation q1' Data Sheets and Calculations
:
-
The weight of air in the cylinder was calculated "by the formula
PV- MET where P is the pressure per square foot, V is the
volume in cuhic feet, R is a constant v/hich for air has the
value 53.22, T is the absolute Fahrenheit temperature
and M is the weight in pounds.
I-or page |0 M= pv/RT_ 144 X 1 4. 7 X 20.25 ^ .0193/,Lb.
53.22 X 666.7 X 62.4
.0193L>X 453. 6 —8. 78^ grams of air in cylinder.
The specific gravity of the alcohol used was .8175 at 20 C.
Then if one cubic centimeter was put in only .8175 gram was
used. Then the total weight in the cylinder was .8175 plus
8.78 equals 9.60 grams. Hence the percent of the total weight
that was alcohol would be .8175 divided by 9.60 equals t.bZ%,
This same method is used on all the sheets here given.
There is a slight error in this method of calculating. As the
amount of alcohol used increases the volume it occupies as
vapor v/ill increase and therefore tne v,'eight of air in the
cylinder will decrease. This error is slight because the
values by the pan method and the top valve method for best
mixture, agree.
The pressures tabulated in the first two tenths of a
secund after ignition were simply scaled off or pbtained from
the area divided by the v^idth. The Pressures for the two
tenths of a second after maximum pressure refer to an area
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starting v/ith a vertical line through the maximuia pressure
and stopping with a similar line tv^o tenths of a second further
along. The pressures are either scaled or obtained from the area.:
diiiided the width.
Due to the fact that the drum did not rotate entirely
at constant speed different indicator cards can not he
super- imposed. However to show the different cards in a compar-
atiEe light five of them have "been plotted on top of each
other. This was done hy counting off tenths of a second from
ignition and measuring the pressure. These values were then
plotted on time and pressure axes as shovm.
The curves showing the tabulated results in graphical
form were plotted on per cent alcohol and pressure ordinates.
T^e the points of the curves other than the maximum pressure
are not shown on account of the confusion which would result.
However it might "be in place to sa^ that the points came as
near to the curves in all cases as the points shown came to the
maximum pressure curve.
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Conclusions:- Due to the many factors which, effect
the majcimum pressure but which can not "be determined it is
impossible to calculate the theoretical pressure rise. This
statement is made by Professor Lucke in his book on "The Heat
Engine Problem'.' Moreover if these factors were known the
specific heat of the products of combustion iihen being heated
at constant volume has never been settled witn any certainty.
In fact there seems to be no agreement as to specific heats.
Experiments on this subject were made by Professor B. Hopkinson
of England and published in the proceedings of the Rojal
Society
.
The curves page \3 are very instructive. The Maximum
pressure falls off ver^^ fast with either an increase or a
decrease in the per centage of alcohol over a certain amount.
This amount seems to be 11.5 percent. This percentage for
atmospheric pressure is verified in the case of ten pounds gage
pressure. The falling off is so rapid that it seems that very
delicate adjustments on the carbruetter should be provided.
This is especially true because the engines using alcohol
generally have smaller cylinders thaA the one here used and
therefore take less alcohol per explosion.
This maximum pressure curve is intimately connected with
the time curve. As the maximum pressure lessens, time becomes
greater. This holds to such an extent that the pressure could
almost be calculated from the time between ignition and
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maximum pressure. The best mixture is seen to have a time of
about one tenth of a second. How an engine which makes 300
revolutions per minute will make one stroke in one tenth of a
second. Thus the necessity of getting the right mixture is again
seen. It must not however he thought that hecause it takes one
tenth of a second for these explosions that explosions in engines
where the gas is at high pressure and in a small space around
the spark, will not take place much faster. In fact, if they did
not engines would hardly run at all.
Again the importance of the right mixture is seen in
the mean pressure curve for the first .2 second. This mean pressure
corresponds in a way to the M.E.P. of the usual indicator card.
By comparing the curves of Maximum Pressure and the curve of
Mean Pressure for the first .2 second they are seen to come to a
maximum at the same per-centage of alcohol. The latter curve is
also seen to he steeper than the former. The super-imposed
indicator cards on page 15 also throw light on these curves.
The final pressure for the first .2 secondis seen hy
the curve to rise to a maximum, fall, rise to a maximum again
and finally fall to zero. Each mixture has a particular time
between maximum pressure and ignition. This maximum pressure
gradually approaches the .2 second line from the right. In the
best mixtures it falls to the left of the .2 second line. In
this way the final pressure fcr the first .2 second has a value
in the poorer mixtures which lies far to the left of the
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maximum pressure. As the richness of the mixture increases the
time hetween ignition and maximum pressure decreases and the
.2 second line and the maximum pressure are closer together
giving a greater value to the final pressure for the first .2
second, ifinally the maximum psessure and the .2 second line
ccincide giving the highest point on the final pressure for the
first .2 second. With the best mixtures the .2 second line is on
the right oi. the maximum pressure and since these best mixtures
cool very fast the final pressure for the first .2 second is
less than in the poorer mixtures. The same process is repeated
when the mixtures "become too rich. The super- imposed indicator
cards are of particular value in this discussion.
In the curves for the second after maximum pressure
is brought out the effect of slow and long drawn out burning. In
the final pressure curve it is seen that the pressure at 16^o
is very little less than at the best mixture of 11. 5/0. The mean
pressure curve falls but little more. This is due to the air
in the cylinder being so saturated with alcohol that the burning
continues for as much as a second in some cases. It may be noticed
that the curve for final pressure falls more rapidly at low
values of alcohol than at rich mixtures. This is because the
alcohol burns rather quickly and when .2 second after maximum
pressure is reached the cooling effect is fully felt.
The super-imposed indicator cards are perhaps the most
interesting curves shov/n . They are also very ins true Jfive.
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When the amount of alcohol becomes any greater than
that reouired for maximum i^ressure there is great uncertainty
as to Just what the mixture will do. It may be seen from the
curves that after the maximum pressure the points do not
lie nearly so regular nor ao close to the curve. This is due
to the air "becoming saturated and wavy combustion taking place.
The curves on page 15 are for the values given on
pages 10 and |l .It may thus be seen that the oil and water
carried over by the compressed air had very little if any
effect.
The experiments at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and the experiments By Mr. Allen show that for
the same richness of mixture and other conditions that doubling
the initial pressure doubles the maximum pressure. Thus if
it is known what the gas will do at one pressure it is very
QQ-sy to calculate what the pressure will be at another initial
pressure. This conclusion is borne out b^ these results also.
-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-
The Alcohol used in these experiments had a calorimeter heat
value of 11,401 B.T.U per pound
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Su/^geations for Jb^iture Aparatus»:~ It is with great
regret that this investigation is laid aside. It has proven
to be very interesting and capable of giving valuable results.
It is also regreted that the apparatus at hand did not allow
the investigation of the effect of burned or inert gases. The
work of assemblyimg the apparatus here described was perhaps
two thirds of the labor other than the writing up of the results
With these points in vie.v it perhaps would be helpful
to a future investigator to have the following sut:gestiono :
-
I
Start to assemble your apparatus ^fter having read all the
available references on similar investigations.
Use a diaphragm indicator or some form of indicator
which will allow no gas to pass. If a special indicator is
to be gotten see that it has a drum over, a foot in circumference
and make it rotate very fast when taking the explosions. This
will spread out the time wave, make the calculations easier
and facilitate accuracy. Have the drum as high as possible and
the spring as sensitive as possible for the same reasons.
To d.0 away with inertia effects in the indicator have the
parts as light as possible and if great accuracy is desired
make corrections for the inertia effect. In these experiments
it was not taken into account. If the drum rotates fast
secure a tuning fork operated by; a magnet that makes at least
a hundred vibrations per second. See also that it has
_aiiiplitude enough to make the waves distinguishable.

Use brass points on the indicator and on the tuning fork
and see that there is plenty of me tali c surface paper that is
sensitive enough to metke good lines without the points "bearing
too hard. Also eliminate all the friction that it is possi'ble
to eliminate.
Secure some form of temperature measuring device that
is in direct contact with the gases in the cylinder and not
in a brass tube as in these experiments. It takes time for
a brass tube to change its temperature and therefore the
reading of the thermometer is liable to be a little off. It is
probable hov^ever that if it is attempted to put the thermometer
bulb in direct contact with the gases that a new thermometer
./ill be reauired for each explosion in that the temperature
[
I
at maximum pressure will probably break the bulb. It may be '
that some kind of wire through which an electric current is
flov/ing and to which a galvanometer is attached will measure
j
the temperature accurately. A change in the resistance of the
wire due to the change of temperature v/ill give the galvanometer
,
a different reading from which the temperature may be obtained,
j
Have the steam jacket so that it can not possibly
let water into the cylinder through or around a ga3k'3t.
Have the cylinder closed by one plate and the jacket space by
another entirely separate plate. In this way a high pressure
may be maintained in the Jacket and a high temperature in
the cylinder . If water leaked into the cylinder at these

high temperatures it would inimeadiately "break into steam and
it would "be difficult to tell whether the cylinder was full
of steam or air. It was this that kept the present experiments
from "being carried on at 300 degrees?.
The present form of spark plug was satisfactory
^
Try
the effect of more than one spark plug.
Have some method of putting the liquid into the
cylindeii with the cylinder closed tight. Por instance put the
liquid into a little thin glass "bottle and after sealing and
weighing it put it into the cylinder. Close the cylinder and
when the time comes "break the "bottle Toy a rod or some similar
means
.
This far the suggestions have been on o^bserving apparatus
tut now a suggestion as to the Cj linder
.
, Take a cylinder that
has a"bout equal diameter and length so as to approximate
a sphere. Have one end closed tightly and in the other have
a piston placed. Make this piston as good as it can "be made and
still have it move fairly free. Have it gas tight an^T/ay.
Arrange a v/orm and gear or some similar device so that the
piston can "be moved quickly forward and backward and also
fix it so that the piston can not move by pressure behind it.
Arrange the observing apparatus in the most convenient places.
Try to invent some way of putting the spark at the center of
the space and still have it so that the piston can move the
Xull length of the cylinder.

Have the motion that moves the piston very quick and
also make the induction coil contact so that v/hen the piston
reaches any certain place the explosion will take place.
This apparatus has the disadvantage that it will cost
quite a little. However it has the advavntages as follows :-
The effect of initial temperature can "be investigated.
Any richness of mixture and any gas or explosive vapor may
be investigated.
The effect of initial pressure or as it is termed
in engine practice the compression pressure, may "be seen.
This would "be done "by putting into the cylinder the desired
mixture and v/hen thoroughly mixed driving the piston quickly
up to the desired point . Prom this point the pressure will "be
known from the law of compression of a gas that is approximat^J^
perfect. Also this compression should be quick enough to he
adiahatic. Have contacts arranged as in the engine so that
when the piston reaches a certain point the explosion takes
place without delay. Now the theory as given in Professor
Luckes "Gas Engine Desic^n" on pages 21, 22 and 23 may he
applied to this process and the theoretical pressure calculated
Prom this a basis of comparison of all gases may be had in
the ratio of the actual pressure to the theoretical pressure.
That is one gas has so many B.T.U. per puund and develops only
such a maximum pressure. Another gas has less B, T. U. and
perhaps gives a greater maximum pressure.

This apparatus will ivestigate the effect of neutral
very easily. Prom the chemical analysis of the gas the right
mixture of gas to air to produce an inert gas can "be found.
Put this mixture into the cylinder and burn it. Then if it is
desired to mix in a half a cylinder full of neutral at atmos-
pheric ijressure with the other air and gas it is only necessary
to drive the i^iston in half way thus expelling half a cylinder
full of neutral. On the return stroke fresh air vvill "be sucked
in and the whole is ready for an exi-ilosion as usual.
This apparatus could "be operated with no power plant
air compressor, pov/er v,rires, motor nor other auxiliary pieces
except an induction coil and "batteries. A fan would not be
needed for the gases could be mixed by moving the piston
back anf forth thus compressing and rarefying the gas. Professor
Lucke found this to give a very thorough mixture.
It is hoped to some day see this apparatus tried for
it is believed to come very near the conditions as they obtain
in the engine.
-M-
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